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Evaluation results  

44 people participated in evaluation. Italic comments were originally in Vietnamese and translated in English.  
30% and 70% of evaluation participants are men and women respectively.  
 

 
Out of 43, 42 people satisfied or very satisfied with the workshop.  
 

 
 
23 people gained new knowledge a great deal and 16 people gained a lot. Only 3 people said that they gained 
moderate amount of new knowledge.  
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Q3. What did you like the most about the workshop?  
 
 

• Integrating gender into livestock value-chain. I learnt a lot.  
• Everything. The workshop was extremely well organised. 
• I like the gender policy section and farmer section. 
• Participating the farmers groups in the workshop 
• Penal Discussion 
• Actually I like all sections and all are very useful for me. Among them, I like talking with farmers: 

organizing farmer group activities, current hop topic on gender in development in Southeast Asia and 
Policies discussion. 

• I liked the focus on farmers and ethnic minority communities and their presence at the workshop 
• There are minority ethnic joined in discussion. We could hear their voices, could see the point of view 

from insider. 
• Sharing of experiences in integrating gender in agricultural research and participatory research tools 
• The combination of various panels (dialogues with farmers and ethnic minority students, roundtable 

with researchers, community development tools workshop with development workers and NGO 
practitioners) gave me a holistic view of the project and current effort to integrate gender in 
agriculture. 

• Experienced the tools evaluate gender role in the family. 
• The logistics preparation is very thoughtful. 
• New knowledge, new lens 
• Meeting farmers 
• Sharing from female students and female farmers about their difficulties in life and agricultural 

production in their communities, their thoughts about how to have a stable market for agricultural 
products and opportunities for women. 

• Hot topic, discuss gender with livestock and games and exercise session 
• Integrating gender into livestock value-chain 
• The things i most liked were meeting so many friends from other countries and getting more 

information about the topics discussed. Everything ran smoothly. 
• Professional and thoughtful organization; information sharing of research findings about gender 

integration in agriculture in different countries; difficulties, challenges in implementation; discussion 
and experience sharing, and instructions of effective implementation approached. 

• All topics were useful on gender issues. 
• Learnt about tools to integrate gender in agricultural production. 
• Share and learned on gender equality and issue each country especially on how to promote women 

using Agri technical and likestock. On the other hand is learning using different method workshop 
• everything 
• Sharing the experience of Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Philippines and Myanmar about the agriculture 

issues in gender perspective. 
• The women equality status in different country, what is the solution they are dealing with 
• Interdisciplinary research on gender in agriculture. 
• I have approached the basic knowledge about Gender. As a result, I see how important the gender is in 

agricultural production. 
• The knowledge and stories shared went beyond the information disseminated in publications. It was 

about exchanging ideas of how to think differently, how to learn from each other and the communities 
we work with. The stories by the farmers and the young agriculture Ethnic Minority students was 
incredibly insightful and inspiring. 

• I was very impressed by the two tools shared by Ms Giang and Ms Ly, together with the actual 
application in the case of Mr. Tung’s Vegetable project. This is what I will learn and apply to my Mango 
project. 

• Leadership, Gender roles and opportunities 
• Sharing experience each other and new learning from others activities 
• The diversity and thoughtfulness of the program 
• Cultural norms exchanged and gender lens. 
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• The Workshop brought the participants an opportunity to expand their knowledge related to gender.  
Through the workshop, the participants had a chance to meet and expand their network to both people 
within and outside their fields. 

• Overall outlook on gender lens. Got more understanding about integrating gender in agricultural 
research. Met many international friends. 

• Participants of different groups. 
• Opportunity to discuss and share. 
• Learning the experience of ethnic farmers and motivation of ethnic university students 
• The diversity of participants the dynamics of the sessions 
• Many thanks to Ms Nozomi and Ms Kieu Huong for giving me the opportunity to participate in the 

workshop. As a lecturer, I’ve gained more knowledge, and had the chance to meet many Teachers and 
Gender Experts whom I admire. I’ve also met farmers who work in local communities to understand 
more about them. 

• The workshop had the participation of many scientists, development workers and local farmers, from 
many different countries. 

• Genuine and active Participation of farmers and students 
• Good opportunity for farmers to gain more confidence and knowledge. 
• I like the thematic discussion sessions at the Workshop.  

 
Q4. How will you use the knowledge and networks gained through this workshop in your professional work? 
(What actions are you going to take?) 
 

• It is useful in my current job and firstly, I can share this gender knowledge to my colleagues and the 
rural farmers such as about gender equality, gender balance, gender budgeting, etc. Secondly, I can 
extend new network with the participants who I met in the SAR workshop and I can inquire their 
activities and new knowledge about gender through email or facebook. 

• In future research we can think to combine the gender issues into it 
• I will always use gender lens in every project activities as much as I can. 
• I will use the knowledge and networks gain through this workshop in my project works by sharing to 

farmers groups and also people who are related on my fields. 
• I will read all the material and make contact with some of the individuals, groups, organisations / 

institutes for future collaboration. 
• I know that women in minority ethnic people still needs more chance to get more knowledge. First of 

all is do something to improve woman's literacy. I want to design a program for help them enrich their 
knowledge (by books, by teaching, etc) 

• I will adopt the research tools in my gender research on forest landscape restoration. I also plan to 
prepare proposals on the gender issues that exist in the Philippines. 

• I would like to keep in touch with presenters and project coordinators for future collaboration between 
my institute and those stakeholders. 

• I'll apply the tools I learned from the workshop to implement in my forthcoming research. 
• I will discuss with both of wife and husband farmer to share the work together and show the see the 

importance with participant of the their wife for safe vegetable production 
• See the works from different aspects of gender to solve problems 
• I will help ethnic minority students form clubs, and teach them soft skills, English and online trading of 

agricultural products. 
• Use in field and share knowledge to farmer 
• I will use the knowledge that get from workshop in livestock social surveillance and value chain, and 

then I will share to my student who do graduation thesis for their degree. 
• I would really like to say thank you to all of you guys for working hard to bring us, particularly me, an 

excellent work shop. I'm a Dao Ethnic student of Thai Nguyen University of Agriculture and Forestry. I 
come from a farming background, living in an unbalanced gender community. I was really interested in 
all of the topics and got so much experience about how to join the market of Agriculture produce that 
will help me so much in the future. Also, I now have experience to solve the big challenge of out put 
agriculture products that is happening with so many agriculture products. I learned how to develop the 
strength of each area. I think gender is important with all sides of life. Particularly in agriculture in 
ethnic groups of some poor areas. Will let them know and show them the future if they get a voice of 
power, let them decide their agriculture behaviour and others. 
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• I will apply the knowledge I’ve learnt to scientific research, especially when organizing technology 
transfer training to farmers. 

• To incorporate gender matters in all programs 
• I will apply the tools I’ve learnt from the workshop to my agricultural project (developing value chain 

linkages to improve smallholder cassava production systems in Viet Nam and Indonesia) which is being 
carried out in the Central Highlands. 

• yes 
• I will apply acquired knowledge in my daily work as gender mainstreaming. 
• I will apply for my research, I will concern about gender as a note in my phD proposal 
• I major in researching agriculture. After participating in this workshop, I hope that I have a general view 

when I make a plan for the research project. Because gender impacts partly on the productivity of 
plant. 

• Ensuring that we speak and listen to the right stakeholders. 2. Work towards incorporating our 
research activities to suit the needs of the communities (e.g.having childcare options / correct 
communication tools). 3. Sharing this knowledge and lessons learnt with my colleagues. 

• I will apply the two tools I’ve learnt to the data collection activities at farmer households in the coming 
survey. 

• Considering the ways how to deliver the information to the right persons/ organizations trying to get 
good coordination among multi-disciplinary. 

• I will use this knowledge for implementing research and development activities in my professional 
works 

• new contacts that are useful to stay in touch with 
• I will share what I learnt from here to my colleagues and students at my faculty. I will encourage ethnic 

students to feel confident to live in the society. 
• As a university lecturer, I will apply the knowledge to my teaching to the students (both formal and non-

formal). In research activities, knowledge and network are big advantages to improve projects related 
to rural development. 

• Will apply the tools provided by Care to identify men and women’s decisions. Have a more equal view 
about men. 

• I will apply gender findings to recruit suitable workers. 
• The knowledge will be incorporated into our vegetable project and also for the academic related job 
• I will keep connection with colleagues from other countries and other institutions for future 

collaboration and sharing experience. 
• I am teaching Sociology to students of University of Agriculture and Forestry; one important 

responsibility is to strengthen the skills of 1st and 2nd year students and help them deal with their 
difficulties. I’m trying to do this through my classes. 

• I’m trying to develop a club model to support ethnic minority students faced with difficulties in their 
studies and adaptation to the university environment. 

• Will apply the knowledge gained when participating in development projects (forestry and farm support 
project, organic agriculture) 

• Research development 
• Improving project activities for both men and women 
• I will consider Gender equality in my business activities. Understanding ethnic minority farmers’ farming 

practices will help me identify which product distribution phase I can participate. 
 
 
Q5. Any comments and feedback, please.  
 

• This workshop was very different from normal research workshop/conference. All participants 
including farmers were able to actively participate and freely talk. Thank you for organising such a 
wonderful workshop. 

• I thank the organiser. It was a great opportunity for me. 
• This workshop is great and we can learn gender integration, hot issue in gender and gender in 

agriculture by sharing knowledge and experience each other. For me, it was very knowledgeable and 
amazing workshop for me and I enjoyed the activities during the workshop. And the organizer is 
excellent. 

• I want attend the two panels on the same time but cannot catch up all 
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• The workshop is really effective in knowledge sharing and for future working plan. 
• Excellent. 
• Excellent Workshop with excellent facilitation and content. Keep up the good work. 
• I hope next workshop or discussion would have a part of activiy, for instance let people do a minigame 

like quiz or teamwork. And this time everything good, thank you. 
• More time allocation so that we can attend to the other group sessions. We missed equally important 

sessions because we had to choose only one of the three groups. 
• It would be good if I could access to the list of participants and their emails for networking purposes. 
• The room of the hotel is quite small. 
• If you continuous organize other workshop i alway would like to become a participant 
• Thanks to Ms Nozomi for organizing such a meaningful and emotional workshop. I wish you good 

health and happiness. 
• I gain a lot of knowledge and experience from this workshop. 
• I would like to say thank you so much again to all of you, for giving us such a meaningful workshop. 
• I hope ACIAR will have similar workshops in the future, so as to listen to the participants about their 

accomplishments in applying [what they learnt] to their actual work, because it also depends on local 
culture of different areas and countries etc. 

• The Workshop give enlightenment on gender equality that needs policy and importance. 
Congratulations to the facilitators 

• The way of organizing the workshop was very good, with separate sessions so that the participants had 
the opportunity to pick the topics they were interested in. 

• This events is really interesting event and I learned a lot. 
• The workshop is really helpful and meaningful not only for people who have never ever learnt about 

Gender but also for experts or seniors about sociality and gender. Thanks for inviting me to this 
workshop. 

• Thank you for creating the safe space for everyone to share and learn. 
• I’d like to sincerely thank the Organizing board 
• It's really a good workshop. I learnt a lot of experiences and thoughts from the others. 
• Thank you very much and move on with networking and collaborations 
• It was wonderful. Congratulations. 
• This two-day workshop are excellent. 
• I’d really like to participate in such useful workshops as this one in other countries within the 

programme such as Malaysia and the Philippines. 
• I hope there will be similar workshops in the nearest future in such countries as Myanmar, Laos, the 

Philippines to learn more about gender integration in agricultural development in their countries. 
• In the future, if Myanmar farmers can be included in this kind of workshop it'll be more helpful for 

them to effectively implement the destined objectives. 
• It would be good if MARD paricipate in this workshop. 
• The organizing board was very helpful. 
• Should provide handouts to the participants. 
• Congratulations on a very successful workshop 
• I hope to have more workshops like this so that we understand more about Gender in SEA countries in 

general and ethnic minority communities in Vietnam in particular. 
 


